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Have a look at the Baulko web site. All the news about club events, fixtures, results, ladders etc are all available at 
the following web site – www.baulkocricket.com.au To see your team’s results, go to baulkocricket.com.au, select 
‘Team Pages’ then select your team. From there you can see the ladder by selecting ‘Ladder’. 
 
The site will be updated regularly, and the club history is being added to as time permits. 
 
There have been some changes to the committee this season. You can find a list of the committee members on the 
website 
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I need match results in by Sunday afternoon following the conclusion of the game, so they can be submitted to the 
PDCA. You can either drop them off at the club or email them to me at results@baulkocricket.com.au. If no results 
are submitted you get NO POINTS and may be fined! It is up to you to get the results to me – I will not be 
chasing anybody. When putting in players’ names, can you put in their first name as well so that I can pass this 
onto the PDCA. 
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Team reports for this newsletter can be put in the box at the Club or emailed to me at results@baulkocricket.com.au 
by Tuesday night after the game. Newsletters will be published during the week after a game. 
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16/1  Tie - 2 in a row 
14/1  5 for 315 

12/3  Outright win 
B10  No idea (still waiting for scores) 
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Adam Shearman  B4  84 
Darren Tipton   B5  84 & 4/12 
Ward Koski   B11  85 
Alex Mihalyka   B11  73 
James Chatman   B12  5/45 
N Perera   B14  88 
T Chesher   B14  55 
I Scollay   B14  5/22 
Hari Raja   16/1  3/14 
Jacob Astill   16/1  3/17 
Sean Abbott   15/1  119 (Rd 9) 
Sean Abbott   15/1  5/9 

Ben Abbott   14/1  123 
Nick Bertus   14/1  73no 
Daniel Chatman  14/1  45 
Michael Bennetts  14/1  4/8 
Ornob Abedin   14/1  3/10 
Michael Gounder  14/2  32 
Shivang Sharma  14/2  3/22 
Tevin Liyanage  13/1  4/14 
James Benton   12/2  25 
Joshua Stevenson  12/2  3/6 
Michael Bellam  10 Red  29 (18 balls) 
Luca McAllister  10 Red  25 (18 balls) 
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Teams are reminded to have people available to man the canteen at Ted Horwood Reserve. The canteens raise 
valuable funds for our club, which help us to keep the fees down. The following teams are rostered in the next few 
weeks –  
DATE MORNING AFTERNOON 
March 3 2007  B13  11/2  
March 10 2007  B11  10 Red/10 Blue  
 
Volunteers are required for semis and finals. If you can help for an hour or two – Sat or Sun – let Leigh know 
(canteen@baulkocricket.com.au). All help would be most appreciated. 
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Well, it happened again! Once again the Trivia Night brought on a massive thunderstorm. How we did not lose the 
power is beyond me – the lightning struck adjacent to the North Rocks Community Centre a couple of times. We 
still managed to get close to 200 people attending, despite the weather. 
 
Thanks to all those teams and individuals who helped make the night a success by donating prizes. Karyn Springall 
& Leigh Griggs must get a special mention for their amazing work in organizing the night. As well, thanks to Rick 
Thomas & Chris Springall for their efforts. A special thank you those who helped with the organization, set up and 
clean up including Steve, Sally, Josh, Jeremy, Jann & Margaret. Well done everyone. 
 
Our next monthly meeting will be held next Tuesday – March 6, at the Sports club. There will a lot of information 
given out regarding end of season duties, finals etc. So every team MUST be represented 
 
The Colts v Seniors will be held this Sunday, March 4, at Charles McLaughlin, commencing at 10am. Come along 
and see if the Seniors can retain the trophy they won last year 
 
The U16/1 team has remarkably had ties in their last two games. Sounds like the bookies have been involved. 
 
Another round, and another century to Ben Abbott of the U14/1. I believe that makes 4 now. Congratulations Ben. 
 
The semi finalists will be decided after this next round, so good luck to those who have a chance to make it. 
 
Go Baulko!   
 
Peter McLoughlin 
President 
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26 boys participated and were paired as follows. 
 
Asad Rizvi and Siddant Gandhi 
Karambir Singh and Ben Ginman 
Daniel Mason and Sumal Fernando 
Sam Hubbard and Luke Bertus 
Adarsh Subramanium and Michael McConnell 
Sam Shiel and Joshua King 
Tevin Lyanage and Cody Thomas 
Aidan Cousin and James Senior 
Michael Waddups and Nick Sullivan 
Chris Gunton and Thomas Hughes 
Jack Carney and Joshua Balzarolo 
Myles Burgin and Blake Newman 
Geoff McIntyre and Mitchell Webb 
 
As in previous years, first round winners progressed to the Cup competition while first round losers progressed to 
the Plate competition.   
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Despite some fine stroke play, no 6’s were hit and the slow outfield meant that only 21 4’s were struck for the 
whole day.  The highest score for the day was 25, made by Aidan Cousin and James Senior to win the second semi-
final of the Plate competition. This relatively low scoring also reflects the generally very high standard of fielding 
throughout the day, with one catch taken by Blake Newman on the leg side an absolute ripper. This was part of the 
very high standard of play Blake maintained right through the tournament in all aspects of the game, and probably 
would have earned him the player of the tournament award if there was one.   
  
The Cup semi-finals saw Myles Burgin and Blake Newman (11) defeat Sam Hubbard and Luke Bertus (4), and 
Geoff McIntyre and Mitchell Webb (15) defeat Tevin Lyanage and Codey Thomas (12).  
  
The Plate semi-finals saw Asad Rizvi and Siddant Gandhi (18) defeat Daniel Mason and Sumal Fernando (5), and 
Aidan Cousin and James Senior (25) defeat Michael Waddups and Nick Sullivan (8). 
  
The Cup final saw Geoff McIntyre and Mitchell Webb quickly dismiss Myles Burgin and Blake Newman for 5.  
Geoff and Mitchell achieved the 6 run target without the loss of a wicket.  
  
Conversely, the Plate final was a high scoring affair.  Asad Rizvi and Siddant Gandhi managed 22 runs off their 4 
overs.  Aidan Cousin and James Senior achieved the 23 runs required for victory with 2 balls to spare.   
  
Thank you to all the parents who came along to support the day.  Special thanks to Tony Senior, Nigel Bertus, 
Venkat Gandhi, Peter Newman, Graham King, and Phil Waddups for umpiring, scoring, and general assistance.   
  
 Peter Gunton 
 
 
 

   
Cup winners Geoff and Mitchell  Plate winners Aidan and James 
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A good roll up for the Intermediate Double Wicket with Tom Ortiz, Omal Fernando, Daniel Chatman, Ajay Joshi, 
Ben Abbott and Matheesha Guneratne from the 14/1’s, Nelson Brown, Christian Millgate, Luke Woodman, Robert 
Slater and Matt Vassallo from the 15/2’s, Alex Mihalyka, Evan Platt, Adam Bailey and Matt Gunton from the 
16/1’s.  Thankyou to Ashleigh Thomas from the 13/1 team, who volunteered to play in the Intermediate Double 
Wicket to make up the 8 teams.  The winners from round 1, going through to the Cup, were Tom & Nelson (15), 
Luke & Daniel (4), Alex & Ashleigh (13) and Matt V & Ben (34).  The Plate teams were Matt G & Omal (10), 
Robert & Christian (2), Adam & Ajay (9) and Evan & Mattheesha (24).  Some of the highlights of round one was 
Alex caught on the boundary by Omal without score and Ashleigh scoring 12 runs in their teams win.  Ashleigh 
was also amongst the wickets with 2 for 4 from his bowling.  Luke was the best of the bowling taking 2 for 3 in his 
first over. In the Plate final Matt G & Omal scored 17 runs then bowled out Evan & Matheesha for 6 to win the 
Plate.  The Cup was an exciting final with Ben and Matt V scoring 38 runs only to be beaten by Tom & Nelson 
who batted brilliantly passing their score with one ball to spare.  The highest individual scores were Ben with 32 
and 29, Nelson 20, Omal 16 and Tom 16.  There were 5 sixes hit with Ben (2), Nelson (2) and Evan (1).  Wicket 
keepers were Tom, Daniel, Evan, Alex and Nelson.  Thanks to Nigel Bertus, Richard Woodman and Phil Waddups 
for helping with the BBQ, Darren Thomas and Ram Raja for scoring, Chris Springall, Richard Woodman and 
Joseph Vassallo for umpiring, Leigh who did a magnificent job in the canteen and Peter Gunton and his helpers for 
the looking after the Junior Double Wicket. 
 
Congratulations to Tom Ortiz & Nelson Brown our Intermediate Cup Winners and Matthew Gunton & Omal 
Fernando the Intermediate Plate winners. 
 
Ian Chatman 
 
 

   
Cup Winners Tom and Nelson  Plate Winners Omal and Matt 
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10 Blue 9 for 140 Greystanes 10 for 121 Win on averages 
We lost the toss and were sent in to bat.  Angus and Jake opened the batting, with Jake putting on his highest score of 8.  Some 
solid batting performances followed, with a few “personal best” to be noted – i.e. Jason’s 8 & Saad’s 10 (neither of whom lost 
their wickets).  The boys got together the respectable score of 140, with a few boundaries now appearing!!  Our average could 
have been better but our running between the wickets needs practice – we’re too slow setting off for a run. 
In the second week, Greystanes began confidently.  A damp field and a slippery ball didn’t help our fielding.  In spite of this, 
Tom did a commendable job as wicket-keeper.  Jason got a wicket in his first over with a great catch off his own bowling and 
Angus got a wicket with his first ball. By the half-way mark, the match was even, but after the break our boys picked up the 
intensity and slowed the run rate.  Great bowling by Binara and Yuvin at the end helped us win by a decent difference in 
average.   
 
Excellent team work & WELL DONE EVERYONE! 
 
Special mention:  Troy: 20 runs; Tom: 17 runs and 3 runs off 3 overs; Saad: 10 runs, Binara & Yuvin: 2 wickets apiece; Jason: 
1 wicket for 3 runs; Jake: Great wicket-keeping in the second-half. 
 
10 Red 9 for 173 Kings Langley 10 for 128 Win on averages 
Luca won the toss and elected to bat and bat he did.  He opened the batting and made his highest score of the season, 25 which 
included four 4’s and he kept his wicket in tact.  All the boys batting has improved as has the running between the wickets.  
Well done boys.  Michael once again top scored with 29.  This week five boys left the field without getting out and two boys 
concentrated well for 17 balls, unfortunately they had to face 18 boys.  Keep improving boys, well done. 
 
Top scorers:- Michael 29 (0), Luca 25 (0), James 12 (1) 
 
The boys were enthusiastic to start the day but it soon fell aware and we started dragging out feet and bowling no balls and this 
nearly cost us the game.  Travis kept for the first part of the match and took two great catches.  To show that it wasn’t a fluke 
he took a great catch in the field securing Nicholas his first wicket for the season.  Congratulations to Tarush who once again 
bowled his three overs without conceding a sundry.  Luca kept later in their innings and made the Red’s first stumping for the 
season.  Well done Luca.  The boys woke up later in the innings especially Luke whose third over was beauty, clean bowling 
two Kings Langley players and off the last ball of the day James took a spectacular catch to seal the victory. 
 
Best Bowlers:- Luca 2/6, Luke 2/13, Tarush 1/3, Brandon 1/6, James 1/7, Travis 1/13, Nicholas 1/19 
 
10 White 3 for 101 Kings Langley 7 for 89 Win on averages 
After the huge win versus Greystanes, the mighty Whites faced Kings Langley at home for their next challenge.  With the 
team missing Nicholas (away for regional Athletics) the team were looking to put in a better effort than their last game where 
we won the game by one run average.  Coach’s instructions were to put away the loose balls, but defend the ball bowled at the 
stumps. 
 
Mark Foskett was Captain for the Match and promptly won the toss – deciding to bat.   
 
Ryan and Tin opened the batting and unfortunately faced some very wayward bowling.  Unfortunately this poor bowling 
proved to be consistent throughout the match.  Both boy’s tried to put balls away, put it provide to be very difficult to dispatch 
mullygrubbers.  Both boys ended up with 1 run each, and kept their wickets intact.   
 
Michael was I next and continued his good form.  Michael scored two 4’s in his total of 10 runs and did not loose his wicket.  
Again Michael was looking to take toll on any balls down the leg side.  Michael was unlucky not to score more runs, however 
KL cur off a few boundary strokes. 
 
Chris joined Michael and batted solidly for a well compile 3 runs and no wickets.  Michael’s defence was solid and he was 
looking to pounce on any bad balls. 
 
Mark was up next and displayed a strong defensive effort for a result of 0 runs, but kept his wicket intact.  Chris and Mark 
innings contributed 8 sundries to the total – great effort. 
 
Kieran strode to the wicket and the wayward bowling continued.  Kieran compiled an innings of 1 run and kept his wicket 
intact.  Seven sundries were accumulated during Kieran’s innings.  Again not having the opportunity to play shots due to the 
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bowling frustrated Kieran. 
 
Arsh was up next and helped in adding momentum to the innings.  Arsh’s first scoring shot was a scorching 4.  Arsh posted a 
well compiled 12 runs (including a single and four over throws) and kept his wicket intact.   
 
Liam was looking to compile a big score, which he duly did.  Liam scored and ran aggressively on his way to a innings high 
score of 16 runs.  Liam’s innings included two boundaries.  Liam was unlucky not to of accumulated more boundaries as some 
good fielding by KL as well as the long grass denied him well deserved runs. 
 
Arsh and Liam’s innings added some great momentum to the Mighty Whites innings after drinks. 
 
Malindu arrived at the crease looking to up the tempo.  Unfortunately the first ball he faced Malindu skied a catch and was run 
out going for a tight run. 
 
Boy’s when judging if there is a run you must think of your batting partner and their ability to make the run as 
well……Malindu fought back well and ended with 8 runs. 
 
Viva was in next and faced some of the wayward bowling.  Viva’s running between the wickets was excellent  (considering 
Viva was nor feeling well – brave effort) in supporting Malindu and Brandon.  Viva kept his wicket intact for 1 run. 
 
Brandon innings started off well with an elegant pull shot behind square for a single.  Brandon’s backing up and calling was a 
highlight.  Brandon scored 2 runs keeping his wicket intact.   
 
Dilshan finished the innings out with a strong defensive showing.  Dilshan scored 2 runs and was unlucky to be bowled by a 
low bouncing ball.  Dilshan showed determination in his running between the wickets. 
 
The Mighty Whites again posted a very competitive score of 101 runs for the loss of 3 wickets, earning an average of 25.25.  
Kings Langley will have to bat well to overcome tis total. 
 
A sad start to Day 2 of the game saw Michael away attending his Grandmothers funeral.  Our thoughts are with you and your 
family Michael.   
 
Kieran was playing for his school and Viva was at home sick. 
 
Ryan opened the attack with three solid overs, yielding only 9 runs – excellent effort. 
 
Tim open from the other end with an initial spell of three overs for 6 runs, very economical.  Tim had a fourth over that 
yielded 4 runs.  The two openers had the pressure on Kings Langley from the very start. 
 
Nicholas bowled two spells of fine bowling, keeping the ball on the wicket, yielding only 12 runs off four overs – great work. 
 
Chris bowled two spells of very accurate bowling, accumulating only 10 runs off four overs.  Chris was very unlucky not to 
get a wicket as the ball just missed the edge on a number of occasions – great effort. 
 
Mark was up next and broke through the good defence of Kings Langley by clean bowling the batsman in his third over, after 
bowling a maiden over in his second over.  Mark’s sensational effort of four overs 1 maiden and 1 wicket for only six runs – 
extremely economical.  Great stuff!!!! 
 
Arsh kept the pressure on with two spells of tight pressure sustaining bowling, including two maidens Arsh finished up with 
four overs for only 4 runs; excellent bowling!!!!!! 
 
Liam was up next and kept the pressure on Kings Langley, sending down a tight spell of three overs for only 8 runs – tight 
bowling.  One boundary distorted Liam’s figures.  
 
Malindu, sent two spell’s down, totalling four overs for 11 runs.  Malindu’s first two overs only yielding 2 runs, a great start 
that kept the pressure on Kings Langley.  Kings Langley up the ante and started taking risks, Malindu was unlucky not to get a 
wicket. 
 
Brandon was up next.  His first two overs were off target.  However his third over yield two wicket’s, a sensational diving 
forward catch by Tim and a clean bowled certainly turned the game around in Baulko’s favour.  Brandon finished up with a 
sensational spell of 2 wickets for 10 runs off three overs – the Coach was proud! 
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Dilshan bowling continues to improve and today he did not let the team down.  Dilshan’s spell of three tight overs yielded 
only 8 runs and included one clean bowled wicket – great effort. 
 
Kings Langley scored 89 runs for the loss of 7 wickets, resulting in an average of 11.125 runs.  The Mighty Whites again 
victors with an average of 25.25 by a huge margin double that of Kings Langley. 
 
Some excellent fielding by the team was a highlight.  Every one backed up each other to keep the pressure on Kings Langley.  
Special mentions were to Arsh for two run out’s one being a direct hit, Liam for completing the other running out. 
A direct hit run out by Malindu as well as a sensational catch by Timothy rounded out a great and improved fielding effort. 
 
The boy’s should be proud of their efforts, as we were down a few players for the game, and even though we let a few catches 
and balls through our back up fielding was excellent. 
 
Awards 
Player of the week was awarded to Dilshan for his excellent all round effort. 
 
Malindu was awarded the Most Improved player for his sensational fielding that included a direct hit run out. 
 
Special thanks goes to Ram for turning up and scoring even though Viva was ff sick, and the Anstee and Dunshea families for 
providing shade. 
 
Next week the boy’s face Seven Hills Toongabbie at Home. 
 
11/3 10 for 78 Pendle Hill Colts 7 for 109 First innings loss 
Won the toss and elected to bat.  Starting off very slowly then seems to lose all our wickets very quickly, being all out for 78 
runs by the 38th over.  Pendle Hill batted well and it didn’t take them long to meet our total.  At the end of stumps on the 
second day Pendle were 7 wickets for 109 runs, getting the first innings win. 
 
An outstanding fielding performance from William gained him the fielding award for the match.  Blaine also performed very 
well at wicket keeper.  Catches were taken by Jackson (2), Manmit and Jayden.   Best bowling performance was William with 
2 overs, 2 wickets for 4 runs.  Top score with the bat was Manmit with 10 runs.  
 
Stockland Spirit Awards go to Benjamin Eades (Round 9) for his improved batting performance and an encouragement award 
to Bradley Young in his first year of cricket. 
 
We still need to look a little more enthusiastic in the field guys to stop those easy singles and two’s. Lets put in a big effort for 
our last game so we can hopefully gain a place in the finals. 
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11/2 10 for 50, 7 for 25 Pendle Hill Colts 6 dec 120 First innings loss 
Pendle Hill Colts won the toss and sent Baulko in to bat. 
 
Siddhant (0) and Nathan (10) opened the batting against the best opening attack in the competition. Both showed very sound 
defence in keeping the opening bowlers out, however, with just 3 balls before seeing the openers off Siddhant lost his wicket. 
The scoring rate was slow due to some good bowling and a slow and dewy field, the good thing from our perspective is the 
that the boys occupied the crease for much longer periods and fought hard not to lose their wickets, even though they were 
playing against the run away competition leaders. In the end we batted for 39 overs and scored 50 runs. Other batsmen to 
contribute were Michael (1), Ben (1), Joshua (8), Sean (11), Sumal (5) and Matthew (1). The highlight of the innings was the 
hard hitting 11 from Sean. 
 
Pendle Hills turn to bat and they got off to a good start against some steady bowling from our boys. At stumps on the 1st day 
they were 3 for 41. They did not have it all their own way and if 2 dropped catches had been taken it could have been a much 
closer game. The 2nd day saw Baulko continue with some tight bowling and very good fielding to restrict Pendle Hills to 6 for 
120 when they declared to try and go for the outright win. Michael M (2 for 7) and Siddhant (2 for 7) were the best of our 
bowlers, Luke turned in a very tidy bowling performance with 0 for 1 off 4 overs including 3 maidens. Catches were taken by 
Mitchell, Sumal, Michael M (2) and Siddhant.  
 
Our 2nd innings saw us trying to spend as much time as possible at the crease to prevent an outright defeat. Nathan (7) and 
Ben (0) opened the batting and saw off the opening bowlers, however, with the loss of some quick wickets it was looking as 
though we might not be able to hold out Pendle Hill and avoid the outright. However some stubborn defence from Joshua (1 
not out) and Anupam (1 not out) for the last 10 overs of the match saw us through to stumps and avoid the outright defeat. 
 
Player of the match was Nathan for his 2 good innings opening the batting. 
 
11/1 10 for 124 Greystanes 9 for 68 First innings win 
Sent into bat on our home ground, which was in need of a mow, our batsmen were surprised by the Greystanes bowlers. 
Maybe a bit of overconfidence led to some swipes at balls on the stumps - with obvious results. After a slow start, Bryce (15) 
came in at first drop in an aggressive mood, hitting 3 boundaries during his 15 minute stay. Tanveer was ever patient with 11, 
all from singles, staying in for 90 minutes. However wickets fell around him - Baulko struggling at 6 for 50 off 22 overs. 
Tanveer’s last partnership was with Michael, who top scored with 27 including 3 fours. Joshua and Owen both scored 12 runs 
towards the end along with Devin 9 not out, so after looking grim Baulko managed 124.  
 
Greystanes have not been a strong batting side so we hoped we could defend this total. Our bowling was very good, as was the 
fielding, with some good catches taken, boundaries cut off and a smart run out. Devin took early wickets to set us up, and the 
boys shared them around. They were 4/30 off 20 overs, then fell away to be 9 down for 68 after 37 overs. As both sides only 
had 10 players this week, we shook hands (after 11 o’clock) and went home early. Everyone had good figures, including Joe 
2-16, Pavan 0-2 off 6 (4 straight maidens!), Devin 2-12, Ravi 1-3 off 4, Michael 1-4 off 4 (bowling pace this time), Sachin 2-
13, and Josh 0-7 from 4. Joe pegged in one of his great throws for George to complete a nice run out. Devin took 2 solid 
catches at gully, Pavan a safe one that looped up, and Owen diving forward at point for a beauty to end it. And only 17 
sundries all up - a good effort. 
 
Weekly award: Tanveer 
 
12/3 10 for 66, 4 for 60 Norwest 10 for 46, 4 dec 79 Outright win 
 
 
12/2 10 for 127 Greystanes 10 for 117 First innings win 
This was a very close game with a tense final few overs – Greystanes needing 10 runs and BHCC needing 1 wicket. 
Greystanes bowled very well and dismissed us for less than we hoped for. After a good opening partnership that saw off the 
new ball and opening bowlers, we lost a few quick wickets and were in trouble. The tail came through and lifted our score to a 
respectable level. James Benton led the way with 25. Shanan (18) and Nick (13) achieved their highest scores for the year and 
both batted very well! 
 
In the field, we lacked concentration and commitment. The boys were confident they had it won but many dropped catches 
and missed run outs gave Greystanes the chance they needed and they almost took it. Greystanes batted very sensibly but fell 
short. Josh S led the bowling with 3/6, whilst Josh B, Amar James S, James B and Todd all pitched in with a wicket each. 
Trent and James B both effected excellent run outs and Trent bowled particularly well without luck. It was good to win but we 
will need to step up in coming weeks if we are to have a chance in the finals! 
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12/1 10 for 48 Kings Langley 7 for 101 First innings loss 
Blake Newman 17 
Nick McConnell 2/9 
  
Well we batted first and a combination of good bowling and an outfield which was hard to score on made it tough. Not a good 
day with the bat - a 27 run partnership gave us some hope with a good 17 from Blake and 10 from the ever reliable Nick, but 
48 was always going to be hard to defend. We sent them into bat and Nick gave us a chance with two great wickets. His 
tweakers have really given the team another good bowling option. With a good run out thanks to Joel, Kings Langley where 3 
for 20 at the end of day one. 
On the second day Kings Langley only needed a run an over and batted accordingly and this made wickets hard to come by. In 
the end we ended up with seven wickets thanks to some great fielding with three run outs and two superb catches taken by 
Johno at Mid Wicket. Johno has shown he is the complete cricketer this year with his batting, bowling and fielding all looking 
good. 
There was some good bowling displays with Nick's 5 overs for 2/9 the highlight along with Blake switching to Off Spin for 7 
tidy overs for only 6 runs and Joel's 1/11 of 8 overs and Matt's pacy bowling for 6 overs for 1/8. 
 
13/3 10 for 17, 10 for 52 Wenty Leagues 10 for 167 Outright loss 
 
 
13/2   BYE  BYE 
 
 
13/1 10 for 96 Hills Barbarians 10 for 85 First innings win 
 
 
14/2  10 for 112 Rouse Hill Rams 9 for 179 First innings loss 
First week saw some excellent bowling from BH with Shivang 3/22, Hamish 2/24 and Vrushank 2/17 getting some good 
returns. Unfortunately our fielding was again not up to the standard required and we let the opposition slip from 6-75 to reach 
all out for 179. Still that score should have been attainable but only Michael recorded a decent score with an excellently 
compiled 32 runs. 
  
We now look to the last game of the season to finish off on a better note. 
 
14/1 5 dec 315 Hills Barbarians 10 for 103 First innings win 
Ben Abbott 123 (75 balls) 
Nick Bertus 73no (56 balls) 
Daniel Chatman 45 
Michael Bennetts 4/8 
Ornob Abedin 3/10 
 
We lost the toss (making it 5 wins and 5 losses so far for the season) with Hills Barbarians electing to bat.  Tom and Ajay 
opened the bowling with Tom picking up the first wicket in the 7th over with a catch by Gabriel.  Daniel & Gabriel bowled 
next with Gabriel getting our second wicket with a catch by Ben to have Hills Barbarians 2 for 36 in the 16th over.  Ornob and 
Harmon bowled next with Ornob taking 3 wickets with two catches by Matheesha and a bowled to have Hills Barbarians 
struggling at 5 for 71 in the 28th over.  Ben and Michael came on next with Ben knocking over the stumps and then Michael 
cleaning up the last four wickets in a magnificent performance with two catches by Tom, a stumping by Nick and a bowled to 
have Hills Barbarians all out for 103 in the 40th over.  Bowling figures - Tom 5-2-1-3, Ajay 5-0-0-24, Daniel 5-1-0-5, Gabriel 
5-1-1-5, Harmon 5-0-0-18, Ornob 5-2-3-10, Ben 5-1-1-20 and Michael 5-2-4-8.  Well bowled Michael and Ornob. 
Daniel and Gabriel opened the batting putting on 40 runs when Gabriel (21), who made only one mistake, was caught.  Ben 
and Daniel batted to stumps with the score 1/62 at stumps after 17 overs.  On day two Ben and Daniel started carefully and as 
soon as Ben got his eye in he commenced hitting the bowlers all around, and out, of the ground.  Daniel took the singles to put 
Ben on strike and watched as Ben brought up his 50 from 45 balls and then his 100 from just 65 balls.  Daniel and Ben had a 
great 154 run partnership which ended when Daniel (45) was caught with our score on 2 for 194 in the 34th over.  Ben having 
scored 123 (including 7 sixes) from just 75 balls was out caught three overs later.  Michael (2) was unlucky to be caught by a 
very good catch in the same over.  Nick and Raveen put on 88 runs in a good partnership that ended when Raveen (17) was 
caught.  Nick (73 from 56 balls) and Ornob (2) finished not out when both teams decided to call it a day at about 11:10am.  
Congratulations to the team having scored a massive 315 runs from 55 overs for the loss of only 5 wickets. 
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15/2  10 for 63 Pendle Hill Colts 10 for 89 First innings loss 
 
 
15/1 10 for 82, 2 for 69 Pendle Hill Colts 10 for 64 First innings win 
After winning the toss and electing to have a bat on a slow, wet wicket the boys got off to a shaky start with Adam being run 
out looking for a second run off a bye. Sean was caught behind without a run being added to the score and suddenly we were 
in trouble at 2 for 9. It wasn’t long before we dropped another wicket with Kieran trying to drive a slow ball only to be caught 
at point for a duck and then Tharindu being run out for a duck. After just 8 overs we were stunned to be 4 for 14. Cameron 
was the next victim being caught trying to drive a ball without scoring. Yes that’s right 5 for 16! Aleem and Michael did a 
good job of trying to settle the innings and put on another 20 runs before Aleem was bowled for 8. Michael was next, trapped 
in front for a hard fought 15 runs. Muditha was caught at slip without scoring and the scoreboard was showing 8 for 42 after 
22 overs. Surely this must have been a bad dream!! 
Then Teshan and Hiran played some great cricket under the circumstances putting on a vital 28 run partnership when Teshan 
was bowled for 18. Samira came to the crease and was caught without scoring and we managing to put 82 runs on the board 
including a massive 6 ducks. 
Knowing that we have the ability to bowl a team out cheaply, the boys set about to make Pendle Hill work for every run. With 
great talk and accurate bowling from Sean and Michael, Pendle Hill faltered. Sean picked up the first wicket with the first ball 
of his second over producing a great ball and removing the off stump without a run on the board. Two overs later Sean 
removed the middle and leg stump of the Pendle Hill batsmen with a great yorker to have Pendle Hill in early trouble at 2 for 
6. With time running out to stumps, Sean did it again producing a super quick ball to rattle the furniture and have Pendle Hill 3 
for 13. 
Needing to get off to a good start early on day 2, Samira struck early finding the edge of the batsman to be caught in first slip. 
Just when Pendle Hill were looking dangerous, Michael too found the edge to carry through to Cameron to have Pendle Hill 5 
for 34. Conscious not to let the game get away, Sean came back on and clean bowled his opponent and started to put us in 
control. Michael claimed the next wicket with Tharindu taking the catch in close and Pendle Hill were 7 for 41. Kieran cleaned 
bowled his man with a good ball cutting back off the seam. Samira then chimed in bowling his man cheaply. Sean came back 
into the attack and only needed two balls to find his mark, again clean bowling the batsman and Pendle Hill were all out for 
just 64 runs. 
With some time up our sleeve, Reece and Sean started the second innings. Reece was unfortunate to be bowled to a good 
cutting ball and Adam bowled around his legs for 7. Tharindu looked good, playing some good shots before being bowled for 
11 and the game was over with our second innings finishing up at 2 for 69. 
This was a great win by the team, considering the pressure that they put themselves under with the bat. It just shows what you 
are capable of. Special mention to Teshan and Hiran giving us a defendable score with some good batting and Sean taking 5 
for 9 off 10 overs. 
Statistics: - Teshan 18, Hiran 17 not out, Michael 15. With the ball Sean 9.2-4-5-9, Michael 10-3-2-16, Samira 9-3-2-11 and 
Kieran 7-3-1-10. 
 
Round 9: 10 for 234 lost to Wenty Leagues 10 for 279 
 
Having lost the toss and sent into the field the boys were keen to get on top of Wenty early and they did just that with Sean 
claiming the first wicket on the third ball of the day with Tharindu taking an easy catch at square leg to have Wenty 1 for 0. 
Trent claimed the next wicket trapping the batsman in front with Wenty on 23. Then Wenty’s opening batsman applied the 
pressure to our bowlers hitting every ball he could to the boundary. The boys just had to keep attacking at the other end and 
they succeeded with Trent running out the Wenty batsman to have Wenty 3 for 60. Then the prize wicket was claimed with 
Hiran throwing down the stumps to have Wenty’s opener short of his crease. Samira claimed the next wicket shortly after 
trapping the Wenty batsman in front and the scoreboard showed 5 for 76. 
 
However Wenty continued to hit out at our bowlers, finding every hole in the field and on a number of occasions, the outskirts 
of the boundary. Trent provided the much needed breakthrough bowling his man to have Wenty 6 for 119. Wenty continued to 
hit out and it took Kieran to give the breakthrough this time trapping the Wenty batsman in front of his leg stump, but the 
scoreboard was getting away on us at 7 for 185. Trent got the next wicket but Wenty had surged to 8 for 218. Even the last 
two wickets were costly with Wenty piling on another 61 runs before being bowled out for a massive 279 runs. 
 
The strange thing was that nothing appeared to be wrong with our bowling and our fielding was the best it had been all year. 
Funny game this cricket! 
 
Keen to let Wenty know that we were not going to lie down, Sean and Michael got us off to a solid start until Michael was 
bowled with the score on 21. Reece came to the crease but found an early edge to second slip for 2 and the scoreboard read 2 
for 36. Cameron was promoted up the order and showed some real determination, building a 59 run partnership with Sean 
before he was bowled for 10. Tharindu looked pretty solid until he was caught for 10 and we were starting to struggle at 4 for 
131. 
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Sean was next out caught behind for a magnificent 119 which included some 16 fours and 1 six. Kieran was the victim being 
bowled for 3 and we were 6 for 157. Then our middle order really stood tall with Teshan, Adam, Trent and Samira making 
Wenty work for every wicket. It took 55 overs and 234 runs before they could get us. 
Great fighting spirit to chase such a big score and get so close. We will get our chance come final time.  
Statistics: - Sean 119, Trent 19, Teshan 16, Samira 15, Adam 14, Cameron and Tharindu 10.  With the ball Sean 12-4-3-34, 
Trent 12-1-2-78, Kieran 11-2-1-74, Samira 11-3-2-42, Adam 3-0-0-11 and Teshan 7-1-1-28.   
 
16/1  7 for 168 Kings Langley 10 for 138 First innings TIE 
 
 
B14 10 for 213 Seven Hills RSL 10 for 116, 7 for 81 First innings win 
N Perera 88 
T Chesher 55 
I Scollay 5/22 
 
Seven Hills batted first and with some tight bowling from Ian (5/22) and Nil 3/40 helped restrict them for 116. Got off to a 
shaky start with the bat being 4/24 until Nil (88) and Tim C (55) put on a 145 run partnership to steer us over the line. Had 
them 7/81 and looming for an outright win until weather intervened. 
 
With our bye to come last round we have managed to secure the minor premiership. Some more consistency needed in all 
departments for the finals, because this is when the real stuff begins. Come On Lads!! 
 
B13 10 for 78, 10 for 69 Rouse Hill Rams 10 for 85, 9 dec 174 Outright loss 
 
 
B12 10 for 153 NSW Tamils 10 for 206 First innings loss 
James Chatman 5/45 
 
B11 10 for 283 AKA Sports 10 for 309 First innings loss 
Ward Koski 85, Alex Mihalyka 73 
 
Aka won the toss and elected to bat.  Several good contributions from the Aka batsmen saw them reach 309 runs, all out after 
69 overs.  Baulkham Hills used a total of 9 bowlers with Tony Senior picking up 3 for 73, and a good 4 over spell from Alan 
Sala produced 2 for 10.   
  
The Baulkham Hills reply got off to a shaky start, to be 3 for 32.  However, Ward Koski played a fine innings having opened 
and was involved in 3 good partnerships with Azaan Vhora (63 for the 4th wicket), Tony Senior (43 for the 5th wicket), and 
Alex Mihalyka (31 for the 6th wicket), which gave us some chance of reaching the victory target.  Ward was out for 85 which 
included 13 4s, with the score at 169.  Alex Mihalyka then continued on to play a good aggressive innings until he was finally 
out for 73 which included a 6 and 9 4s.  Alex received good support from Tim Littlejohns and Luke McNaught, but in the end, 
the team fell 27 runs short of the 310 victory target to be all out for 283, with only 4 overs remaining.    
 
B10  Wenty Waratahs   
 
 
B6  BYE  BYE 
 
 
B5 10 for 187 Winston Hills 10 for 70 First innings win 
 
 
B4 10 for 59, 6 dec 195 AKA Sports 10 for 107, 0 for 1 First innings loss 
A.Shearman 84, J Bocking 40* 
S.Hilbrink 3/21, M Homsy 2/4, T.Higginbotham 2/22, P Mamo 2/41 
 
B2 10 for 83 Kings Langley 10 for 105 First innings loss 
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A Res 6 for 128 Guildford Leagues 10 for 125 First innings win 
 
 
A  7 for 143 Kings Langley 9 for 257 Draw 
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